T he purpose of this paper is to advance the team dynamics and group development literatures by developing and testing a theoretical model of how affect shapes transitions in teams over time. Integrating the group transitions literature with theory and research on the mood-as-input theory, I propose that shared team mood influences the extent to which team members seek out and experiment with alternative ways of completing their work at different points in a team's life. In the first half of the team's life, when team members are relatively task-focused, I argue that team positive mood (i.e., a positively valenced affective state shared by team members at a given point in time) stimulates, whereas team negative mood (i.e., a negatively valenced affective state shared by team members) suppresses, exploratory search. At the temporal midpoint, however, when team members' focus on performance heightens, team positive mood acts as a shutoff switch for search, leading to a decline in exploratory search over the second half of the team's life. Team negative mood at the midpoint, on the other hand, leads team members to persist in exploratory search, even as a deadline draws near. A team's trajectory of exploratory search over time, I propose, influences team performance such that it is highest when teams engage in high exploratory search early in the team's life and decline in exploratory search over the second half of the team's life. The results of a longitudinal, survey-based study of teams preparing for a military competition largely support my predictions.
Introduction
Each Monday, a team gathers at 30 Rockefeller Plaza in New York City to begin the six-day process of creating an episode of Saturday Night Live SNL -a sketch comedy show that has aired live on television since 1975 (Shales and Miller 2002) . Throughout the first half of the week, the show's writers, performers, and guest host explore sketch ideas in brainstorming sessions, pitch meetings, and writing marathons. On Wednesday evening-when half of the week has passed-the cast, crew, and producers meet to read through more than 40 sketch ideas and decide which 10 or so have the potential to air on Saturday night. In the second half of the week, the team rewrites and rehearses the chosen sketches, hoping for a well-executed performance on Saturday night (Mohr 2004) .
Like the SNL crew, organizational teams often must prepare for key performance events. Indeed, for many teams, a specific performance event is defining. Consider a marketing team charged with developing and delivering a product launch presentation at a major industry event. What this team does at a specific point in timeduring its presentation to industry insiders-determines, in large part, the team's success. Scholars call such teams performing teams-action teams that prepare for a performance event that occurs at an a priori scheduled time (Ishak and Ballard 2012) . With their scheduled performance event, such teams face unique temporal challenges. Team members must spend time and energy searching for exceptional ways to meet their goals. For example, the members of the marketing team must dream up how to open and structure their presentation and brainstorm use cases that will resonate with the audience. There comes a time, though, when searching for and experimenting with alternatives likely detracts from team performance. Positive outcomes of search efforts are not guaranteed (Janssen et al. 2004 , March 1991 , and even if team members discover promising directions, it may take them significant time to fully integrate new ideas into the team's work (Ford and Sullivan 2004, Gersick and Hackman 1990) .
Theory and research (e.g., Gersick 1988 Gersick , 1989 suggest that team members facing a deadline use the passage of time-and, in particular, temporal milestonesto pace their work. Temporal milestones, such as the midpoint of a team's life, are times when groups are especially prone to break free of inertial patterns (Gersick and Hackman 1990 ) and potentially change in how much they focus on exploratory search (i.e., experimenting with new ideas and approaches to their tasks). Like the SNL crew, teams with a deadline are likely to Organization Science 26(1), pp. 99-118, © 2015 INFORMS pause after they have used half of their time to evaluate their progress to date, identify performance gaps, and begin to narrow in how they approach their work (Gersick 1988 (Gersick , 1989 Waller et al. 2002) . But although they may pause at the midpoint, some teams struggle to narrow in their task focus, persisting in a search for better solutions, even as the deadline draws near (Gersick 1991) .
"What factors affect the success of groups' transitions?" More than 25 years after Gersick (1988, p. 34) posed this question, scant theory or research has examined why some teams decline in exploratory search after the midpoint while others persist in seeking new and better ways of accomplishing their tasks. Given that many teams face deadlines , and scholars have speculated that narrowing at the midpoint is critical for team effectiveness (Ford and Sullivan 2004, Gersick 1989) , understanding the factors that influence change in exploratory search over time is important both theoretically and practically.
The purpose of this paper is to advance the team dynamics literature by proposing and testing a model of how teams facing a deadline change in their focus on exploratory search over time. Prominent in the model I propose is affect. Affect is central to theories in psychology (Carver and Scheier 1990, Simon 1967) , neuroscience (Damasio 1994) , and organizational behavior (George and Brief 1996) that explain how people regulate their behavior over time in the pursuit of goals. Individuals, these theories suggest, use their feelings when evaluating their progress on ambiguous tasks and adjust their actions accordingly. Integrating theory and research on affect with the group transitions literature, I argue in this paper that affect-how team members feel-is a mechanism that shapes change in exploratory search over time.
In developing predictions about affect and change in exploratory search over time, and testing my predictions in a longitudinal, survey-based study of military competition teams, I contribute to the literature in three ways. First, by viewing exploratory search as an activity that can change over time in teams, my research enhances scholars' understanding of team dynamics. Reflecting the dearth of change-focused research on teams more generally (Cronin and Weingart 2011) , scant research has examined how teams might change over time in their focus on exploration (Anderson et al. 2004 , West 2002 . Second, my findings suggest that affect-specifically, team mood at the midpoint of a project-is a motor of change in exploratory search over time. My research thus advances understanding of transitions in teams that face a deadline and broadly contributes to growing interest in affect in teams, an area that Barsade and Gibson (2007) described as a promising front in the affective revolution in organizational behavior. Third, connecting these team dynamics to outcomes, my findings paint a nuanced picture of how exploration contributes to team performance. Knowing a team's pattern of exploratory search over time is important, I find, for discerning whether search enhances, or detracts from, team performance.
Team Mood and Change in Team
Exploratory Search Over Time March (1991) claimed, "The essence of exploration is experimentation with new alternatives" (p. 85). Building on March, I use the term team exploratory search to capture team members' intentional pursuit of alternative approaches to team tasks. When engaged in exploratory search, members seek new ways of completing their work and experiment with alternatives to determine whether changing their existing approaches might enhance team performance. Exploratory search fits within the broad construct space of team learning, which Edmondson et al. (2007, p. 304 ) described as a collection of processes that promote "positive change (created or intended by certain activities), whether in understanding, knowledge, ability/skill, processes/routines, or systemic coordination." Similar to other constructs identified by Edmondson et al. (e.g., reflexivity) , exploratory search is part of the process of innovation. Although not widely used in the teams literature, I use the term "team exploratory search," rather than "team learning" or "innovation," for three reasons. First, performing teams must engage in rapid cycles of idea generation and implementation over time as they approach their deadline. Exploratory search fits well with this process of innovation over time. Second, notwithstanding processoriented definitions of innovation (e.g., West and Farr 1990) , the bulk of innovation research has treated innovation in teams as an outcome (Hülsheger et al. 2009 ). My focus is specifically on the process of innovation, with a view of exploratory search as a team activity that is dynamic. Third, a focus on exploratory search fits the work of Edmondson et al. and their call for precision in studying the processes of positive change in teams.
In this paper, I argue that team mood may influence how teams change in exploratory search over time. Team mood is the affective state that team members jointly experience at a given point in time (Kelly and Barsade 2001) . Building on research on individual mood, a growing literature, sparked by George's (1990) research, has documented a strong tendency for group members to share affective experiences and for these experiences to influence group processes and outcomes (Barsade and Gibson 2012) . This tendency for members to share affective experiences is, in part, due to the process of emotional contagion (Barsade 2002 ) through which members infect one another with their individual moods and a convergent, group-level mood emerges (Barsade 2002 , Bartel and Saavedra 2000 , Totterdell et al. 1998 Team mood is thus an emergent, shared, team-level construct . Like individual-level mood, team mood is an affective state that is relatively mild in intensity and short in duration, lasting from a few hours to several days. And team mood is diffuse-it is a background state that is disconnected from its antecedent cause (Weiss 2002) . Scholars frequently describe two dimensions of mood: valence and activation (Larsen and Diener 1992) . However, in developing predictions about how mood influences goal-directed activity, scholars have focused mostly on the bipolar valence dimensionthat is, "how pleasant (toward happy) or unpleasant (toward sad) the mood is" (Barsade and Gibson 2007, p. 37) . Functional theories of mood (Martin et al. 1993 , Schwarz 2012 , which I rely on, presume that the valence of affective states evolved as a primitive signal of safety or danger. In developing predictions about how team mood influences exploratory search over time, I thus focus on the valence dimension, using the terms team positive mood and team negative mood to refer respectively to the positively and negatively valenced affective states that team members share at a given point in time. Mood-as-Input. The mood-as-input model is an extension of mood-as-information theory (Schwarz 2012; Schwarz and Clore 1983, 1996) , which suggests that people use their mood to form evaluations or make judgments in ambiguous situations. Because mood is diffuse, people unconsciously attribute their feeling state to the target of evaluation. Hence, when feeling relatively positive (negative), people tend to view targets positively (negatively) (Schwarz 2012) . Applied to goal-directed activity, the theory posits that positive moods signal that "good progress has been made and more effort may not be needed," whereas negative moods signal that "the status quo is troublesome" and "prompt people to focus on problems, determine what is wrong, and improve matters" (George 2011, pp. 156-157) . Mood-as-input extends these ideas by suggesting that "the effects of any given mood depend upon the context within which the mood is experienced" (Martin and Stoner 1996, p. 279) . That is, the motivational frame that an individual holds in a given situation shapes the implications of the individual's feelings for his or her behavior. As described in greater detail below, mood-as-input theory suggests that positive mood can promote search and negative mood can inhibit search under one motivational frame. But with a different motivational frame, these effects can reverse, with positive mood suppressing and negative mood stimulating search.
Researchers in the mood-as-input tradition (e.g., Hirt et al. 1996 , Martin et al. 1993 , Meeten and Davey 2011 , Vaughn et al. 2006 have to date focused most specifically on two core motivational frames-task-focused (also called process focused) and performance-focused (also called outcome focused)-that guide individuals' judgments about how much effort to put into a particular course of action. A task-focused motivational frame reflects an emphasis on the process of engaging in a task and on the specific elements that comprise the task. Individuals adopt or exhibit such a frame when "doing something that is interesting and enjoyable in its own right, unconcerned about evaluation, or in a situation that conveys the impression that ability is malleable and can improve with interest and effort" (Vaughn et al. 2006, p. 601) . In contrast, a performance-focused frame reflects an emphasis on the objectives or outcomes of a task and on attaining a specified or desired level of performance. People adopt or exhibit a performancefocused frame when "thinking about rewards or punishments (such as how our performance will make others feel about us), concerned about how we compare with others, aware that a certain level of performance is expected or required, or in a situation that conveys the impression that ability is fixed" (Vaughn et al. 2006, p. 601) .
According to mood-as-input theory, the effects of mood depend on the extent to which a task-or performance-focused frame is salient because the frames correspond to different stop rules-heuristics for deciding when to cease or persist in a course of action (Martin and Stoner 1996) . With a focus on the process of engaging in a task, and in the absence of salient performance standards, a task-focused frame leads people to persist in an activity as long as they find it enjoyable (Vaughn et al. 2006) . A task-focused frame thus corresponds to an enjoyment rule, exemplified by a question such as "Do I feel like continuing?" (Hirt et al. 1997) . Through a mood-as-information mechanism, the signal of positive mood to an enjoyment stop rule leads to persistence in, whereas the signal of negative mood leads to cessation of, an activity. In contrast, with a focus on the outcomes of a task, and with standards or evaluation salient, a performance-focused frame leads people to persist in an activity until they reach a desired level of performance (Vaughn et al. 2006) . A performance-focused frame thus corresponds to a sufficiency rule, exemplified by a question such as "Have I done enough?" (e.g., Martin et al. 1993) . The signal of positive mood to a sufficiency rule leads to relaxed effort, whereas negative mood leads to persistence.
In sum, mood-as-input theory suggests that the effects of mood depend on the degree to which a task-or performance-focused motivational frame is salient at a Downloaded from informs.org by [128.252.67 .66] on 09 February 2015, at 04:58 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
given point in time. An impressive and growing body of empirical research supports this basic tenet of mood-asinput theory, demonstrating that the effects of positive and negative mood are context dependent (e.g., George and Zhou 2002; Hirt et al. 1996 Hirt et al. , 1997 Martin et al. 1993 Martin et al. , 1997 Sanna et al. 1996 , Vaughn et al. 2006 , leading Schwarz (2012, p. 297) to assert that "what people conclude from a given feeling depends on the epistemic question on which they bring it to bear." Although most mood-as-input research has examined individual-level behavior, the literature on group-level affect (Barsade and Gibson 2012) and evidence that the presence of ingroup members can strengthen the effects of mood on evaluative judgments (Shteynberg et al. 2014) suggest that there may be homologous effects at higher levels. Mood-as-input theory may thus help make sense of how teams change in their focus on exploratory search over time. Below I integrate the mood-as-input model with theory and research on temporal milestones to develop predictions about how team mood influences patterns of exploratory search over time. (Ishak and Ballard 2012) . Research suggests that, rather than some absolute level of task progress, team members facing a deadline rely on temporal milestones-that is, key points in time relative to the project deadline-to pace their work (Gersick 1989 , Hackman and Katz 2010 , Seers and Woodruff 1997 . Temporal milestones are opportunities for teams to break free of inertial patterns or routines and change how they approach their tasks (Gersick and Hackman 1990) . Although teams can create milestones at any particular point in time (Gersick 1994) , many teams use the midpoint of a project as a key milestone (Gersick 1989) . In a classic theory-building study, Gersick (1988) observed 
Concept
that groups with varying time frames, from seven days to six months, all paused at their halfway points to take stock of progress and determine a path to take over the course of their remaining time. Grounding her punctuated equilibrium theory in these observations, Gersick (1988, p. 34) argued that the midpoint of a project acts as a natural "alarm clock, heightening team members' awareness that their time is limited, stimulating them to compare where they are with where they need to be and to adjust their progress accordingly ." Several studies have since supported the idea that the midpoint is a transition point in teams facing a deadline. Research in the lab (e.g., Okhuysen and Waller 2002, Woolley 1998) and the field (e.g., Ericksen and Dyer 2004) , using quantitative (e.g., Waller et al. 2002) and qualitative (e.g., Ericksen and Dyer 2004, Gersick 1989 ) methods, indicates that teams are likely to shift in their focus at the midpoint.
Building from Gersick's work, the literature on team pacing in the face of a deadline depicts two phases of task progress, separated by the midpoint, that are characterized by two different motivational frames. In the first phase of a team's life, when time is relatively abundant, members focus their efforts on learning about their tasks (Ericksen and Dyer 2004, Gersick 1988) , gathering data (Ford and Sullivan 2004, Okhuysen and , and generating raw material and ideas regarding how to complete their tasks (Ford and Sullivan 2004, Waller et al. 2002) . With their focus on these activities, team members often make little visible progress during the first half of a project (Gersick 1988, Seers and Woodruff 1997) , which aligns with Gersick's assertion that it is a temporal milestone-not task progress-that triggers a shift in team activities. The focal activities of the first phase are thus aligned with a task-focused motivational frame-the frame that is salient when people engage in Downloaded from informs.org by [128.252.67 .66] on 09 February 2015, at 04:58 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. activities such as "coming up with ideas for a new business venture" (Vaughn et al. 2006, pp. 609-610) .
With a task-focused frame most salient, I propose that team positive mood likely promotes, whereas team negative mood likely inhibits, team exploratory search during the first phase of a team's life. Laboratory research grounded in mood-as-input theory consistently shows that when a task-focused frame is salient, individuals in a positive mood persist in a given course of action longer than those in a neutral or negative mood (e.g., Hirt et al. 1996, Martin and Stoner 1996) . In contrast, individuals in a negative mood spend less time on a given course of action than those in a neutral or positive mood (e.g., Martin and Stoner 1996) . Members of teams high in positive mood early in the team's life may interpret their positive feelings as a signal that they should continue to experiment with new alternatives to their tasks. In contrast, team negative mood may dissuade team members from engaging in exploratory search early in the team's life. Upon reaching the halfway point of the project, team members' approach to their work shifts, with their project goals becoming especially salient (Gersick 1989) . Having used half of their time, team members' focus broadens (Gersick 1991) , as they scrutinize their progress to determine whether they can adequately achieve their objectives by the deadline (Gersick 1989, Seers and Woodruff 1997) . The midpoint thus prompts a decrease in members' task focus and an increase in attention to team objectives and performance. Team members' motivational frame at the midpoint thus becomes increasingly performance-focuseda frame activated when people engage in activities such as "selling a sufficient amount of goods and services to ensure a profit" (Vaughn et al. 2006, p. 610) .
Hypothesis 1 (H1
With a heightened focus on performance, I propose that team positive mood at the midpoint triggers a reduction in, whereas team negative mood sustains, exploratory search throughout the second phase of a team's life. Team positive mood likely leads team members, focused on evaluating their progress, to view the ideas they have generated to date as satisfactory (George and Zhou 2002 , Martin and Stoner 1996 , Martin et al. 1993 ) and therefore determine that additional search is unwarranted, especially given their approaching deadline. Consistent with this argument, laboratory research indicates that individuals in a positive mood exert less effort in generating ideas and perceive greater task progress than those in a negative or neutral mood when instructed to persist in a task until they feel they have done enough (e.g., Hirt et al. 1996, Martin and Stoner 1996) . Team positive mood at the midpoint may act as a shutoff valve for team exploratory search at the temporal midpoint, leading team members to positively assess their progress and ramp down their efforts to find and test new ways of completing their tasks during the second phase of the team's life. Whereas individuals in a positive mood relax their efforts when a performancefocused frame is salient, research indicates that those in a negative mood exert greater effort in a given course of action and persist longer in generating ideas than those in a neutral mood (Martin and Stoner 1996) . Through a mood-as-information mechanism, mood-as-input theory suggests that negative feelings prompt people with a performance-focused frame to evaluate progress critically, motivating a search for alternatives. Team negative mood may thus act as a buffer to the temporal pressure of the midpoint, leading members to conclude that additional experimentation is needed to improve the team's likelihood of meeting its objectives. I thus posit that team mood at the midpoint shapes how teams change over time in their focus on exploratory search from the midpoint through the second half of the team's life.
Hypothesis 3 (H3).
Team positive mood at the midpoint prompts a decline in team exploratory search over the course of the second half of a team's life.
Hypothesis 4 (H4).
Team negative mood at the midpoint sustains team exploratory search over the course of the second half of a team's life.
Patterns of Change in Team Exploratory Search Over Time and Team Performance
A prevalent theme in the largely theoretical and qualitative literature on team task pacing is that how teams pace their activities over time influences team performance. Anecdotally speaking, it is reasonable to expect that high levels of search early in the life of a team and decline in search during the second half of the team's life enhance performance. Consider again a team preparing for a product launch presentation. High exploratory search early in the team's life ensures that team members fully vet their task and identify promising avenues for their presentation. A decline in search at the midpoint ensures that members refrain from introducing new ideas when there is little time remaining to integrate those ideas into the presentation.
Consistent with these ideas, scholars (e.g., Ford and Sullivan 2004; Gersick 1988 Gersick , 1989 Okhuysen and Waller 2002) suggest that effective teams pace their focus on innovation over time. Of most direct relevance, Ford and Sullivan (2004) drew from Gersick's (1988 Gersick's ( , 1989 Organization Science 26(1), pp. 99-118, © 2015 INFORMS team effectiveness in the face of a deadline. Specifically, the authors argued that novel contributions are most likely to enhance team performance during the first half of a team's life because it is during the first phase that team members have adequate time to incorporate new ideas into their work. After the midpoint of a project, novel contributions distract team members from accomplishing their work and negatively influence team performance. These arguments suggest that the relationship between the trajectory of exploratory search and performance is such that high-performing teams engage in high amounts of search early in team life and decline in their focus on search during the second half of team life. Low-performing teams, on the other hand, may fail to search enough early in the life of the team or fail to ramp down search efforts as the deadline draws near. I thus propose an interaction, holding overall search constant, between early exploratory search and the extent to which teams decline in search after the midpoint, predicting team performance.
Hypothesis 5 (H5).
Team exploratory search early in a team's life interacts with decline in team exploratory search during the second half of the team's life to predict team performance. A decline in team exploratory search during the second half strengthens the relationship between early search and performance.
Method
Administrators at a military academy located in the United States gave me access to study teams participating in an international, team-based competition. The annual competition is a one-day event in which teams navigate a nearly 10-kilometer course comprising obstacles and challenges, such as diagnosing and fixing faulty communications equipment, climbing a 10-foot wall, and destroying targets with grenades. Teams train for the competition for roughly four months and are composed of cadets who volunteer for and are selected to represent their academies and preparatory programs. On competition day, teams may have no more than nine members, including a team leader. Of these, there must be at least one person from each academy class and at least one female. Because injuries during training are common, teams almost always train with more than nine members during the preparation period.
Given that they prepare for a specific event, scheduled in advance, these teams are performing teams. And members of these teams must intentionally seek out and experiment with various approaches to their tasks in the hopes of improving their performance-that is, they must engage in exploratory search. For example, in response to an open-ended item asking for descriptive information, one member wrote, "One day, while experimenting, one of our team members figured out a new way to tie the knot for the one-rope bridge." Another member wrote, "We developed and rehearsed a new rotation for the wall."
Sample and Procedure I collected longitudinal data from the 381 members of the 33 teams that represented the hosting academy. Administrators helped identify formal (i.e., listed on the roster) and informal (i.e., training as alternates) team members prior to the start of the training period. Including the leader and informal members, teams ranged in size from 10 to 17 members (M = 11 54, SD = 1 33). The sample was largely male (86%) and white (79%), and participants ranged in age from 17 to 24 years (M = 20 31, SD = 1 40).
Over the course of the study, which ran for roughly 16 weeks, participants completed four Web-based surveys, timed to align with theoretically meaningful periods in their team's life. The first survey (T0) coincided with team formation activity during the week prior to the start of the formal training period (94% response rate). The second survey (T1), administered approximately two weeks into the training period, focused on early team life (87%). The third survey (T2), administered at the halfway point of the training period, focused on the temporal midpoint (82%). The fourth survey (T3), administered one week before the competition, coincided with late team life (74%). The median team-level response rate, across teams and time, was 90%.
2 Finally, I collected the certified results of the military competition (T4).
Measures: Focal Constructs
Unless otherwise noted, participants responded to survey items using a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). For multiitem measures, interitem reliability values are along the diagonal in Table 2 . The appendix provides items for unpublished survey measures.
Team Exploratory Search. To develop a measure of team exploratory search, I examined processfocused measures in the team learning construct space (Edmondson 1999 , Gibson and Vermeulen 2003 , Wong 2004 ) and selected items that tapped exploratory search. I modified these items to fit my research context and supplemented them with new items to focus specifically on exploratory search, rather than incremental forms of positive change in teams. Respondents completed the six-item measure at T1, T2, and T3, rating the extent to which each item characterized team activities during the prior week. I used the mean of members' individual ratings to operationalize team exploratory search.
Team Mood. I measured team mood at T1, T2, and T3 by sampling items from the opposing "octants" of the bipolar valence dimension of the affective circumplex (Larsen and Diener 1992 Internal consistency reliability coefficients are in parentheses along the diagonal for multi-item scales. For correlations greater than or equal to 0 29 , p < 0 10; for correlations greater than or equal to 0 34 , p < 0 05; for correlations greater than or equal to 0 44 , p < 0 01 (two-tailed). T0 = team formation, T1 = early team life, T2 = temporal midpoint, T3 = late team life, and T4 = performance deadline.
* p < 0 05; * * p < 0 01 (two-tailed).
measure team positive mood and six items to measure team negative mood. Team members used a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (a great amount) to rate how much each item characterized team interactions during the prior week. Consistent with prior research (e.g., Hirt et al. 2008) , I combined the positively valenced items to index team positive mood and the negatively valenced items to index team negative mood. As above, I used the mean of members' individual ratings to operationalize team positive and team negative mood.
Team Performance. I used the results of the competition, collected at T4, to measure team performance. Teams received a point total for each obstacle in the competition and a score for how quickly they completed the overall course. I operationalized performance as the total number of points earned, the same metric used to determine the winner. Scores ranged from 485 to 785, so I rescaled performance (dividing by 100) to put scores on roughly the same scale as my survey measures.
Measures: Controls
Team Ability. Because of greater natural ability, some teams may be predisposed for high performance (Hackman 1987) . I thus measured team ability at T0. The hosting academy routinely assesses cadet performance across three dimensions-athletic, military, and academic performance-that together feed into a cadet's class rank. I asked respondents to provide their overall class rank using a five-point scale ranging from the bottom 5% to the top 5%. I conceptualized team ability as an additive construct (Chan 1998a) teams may have more experience than others; experienced teams may need to search less than teams composed of competition novices (Argote 1999) . At T0, I asked members to indicate the number of prior competitions for which they had trained. I conceptualized team experience as an additive construct (Chan 1998a ) and operationalized it as the sum of prior events for which members had trained.
Team Formation Activity. Early team planning activities may influence how a team develops over time (Ericksen and Dyer 2004) . Although guidelines restricted teams from training until the publication of "operational orders," and teams lacked access to equipment and sites prior to a formal launch date, prior participants suggested that teams sometimes begin preparing for the competition before the start date. I thus developed a five-item measure of team formation activity, which team members completed at T0.
Team Trait Affectivity. Theory and research indicate that group composition in team members' affective dispositions is significantly related to the shared mood that emerges among team members at any given point in time (George 1990, Kelly and Barsade 2001) . To specifically examine the influence of mood on exploratory search, I controlled for team composition in trait affectivity, which I measured at T0. Participants completed the trait version of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson et al. 1988) , which instructs respondents to indicate how much they experience 20 items "in general." Participants used a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely) to respond to items such as "enthusiastic" for positive affectivity and "upset" for negative affectivity. I conceptualized team trait affectivity as an additive construct (e.g., van Knippenberg et al. 2010 ) and used the team mean of members' individual scores to measure, respectively, team trait positive and negative affectivity.
Levels of Analysis
The team is my focal unit of analysis. To determine the appropriateness of using the team mean to operationalize shared constructs, I followed the approach recommended by Klein et al. (2000) , examining and interpreting a package of indices. As presented in Table 2 , I examined two versions of the intraclass correlation (ICC) and the r wg j index of within-group agreement (James et al. 1984) . Across constructs, there was strong support for within-group homogeneity in team member perceptions; median r wg j values were greater than or equal to 0.80. And for all but one shared construct (i.e., team negative mood at T1), ICC(1) values were significant, indicating nonindependence. Because within-group agreement was high (i.e., 0.94) for team negative mood, its low ICC(1) value reveals low between-group variance in team negative mood early in the life of the team. ICC(2) is a transformation of ICC(1) that accounts for group size (Bliese 2000) ; the information provided by ICC(2) largely mirrored that provided by ICC(1). Given, in particular, high within-group agreement, I used the team mean to operationalize all shared constructs.
Validity of Survey Measures
I used new or adapted sets of items to measure team exploratory search, team positive mood, team negative mood, and team formation activity. Table 3 presents the results of confirmatory factor analyses used to support the validity of the measures I used. For each construct, a one-factor model fit the data well at each point in time that I assessed the construct.
I conceptualized team positive and negative mood as opposite ends of the bipolar valence dimension of mood. To verify the discriminant validity of my measures, I compared the fit of a two-factor model (i.e., positive items as indicators of one factor, negative items as indicators of a second factor) with the fit of a simpler one-factor model (i.e., all items as indicators of one factor). The results in Table 3 support the discriminant validity of my measures. A one-factor model provided a poor fit, whereas a two-factor model fit the data well and significantly better than a one-factor model at T1 ( (Chan 1998b) . That is, for each construct, I compared a model with factor loadings constrained to be equal across time (i.e., constrained model) with a more complex model with item loadings free to vary across time (i.e., unconstrained model). Measurement invariance is supported when the more parsimonious constrained model fits the data as well as the unconstrained model. As shown in Table 3 , measurement invariance was supported for team exploratory search and team positive mood, but not for team negative mood. To understand the source of variation over time for my measure of team negative mood, I examined the loadings across time in the unconstrained model and discovered that, relative to the other items' loadings, the item "Lethargic" exhibited high volatility over time. I thus fit a revised measurement model to the data excluding this item. The fit of the revised model was substantially better, and measurement invariance was supported. I thus used the revised measure in all analyses. Notes. "Unconstrained model" refers to a model with factor loadings free to vary across T1-T3. "Constrained model" refers to a model in which factor loadings are constrained to be equal across T1-T3. CFI, comparative fit index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; SRMR, standardized root mean square residual.
Results
* p < 0 05; * * p < 0 01 (two-tailed). use of task-and performance-focused language changed over time, especially between early team life and the temporal midpoint. Thus, I created two sets of wordsone task-focused and the second performance-focusedand, using text analysis, calculated the rate at which respondents used these words (relative to the overall word count) at each point in time. The task-focused set included words such as task, process, train, practice, and the names of individual obstacles in the competition (e.g., wall, grenade). The performance-focused set included words such as performance, competition, win, and permutations of the phrase day of event.
3 I expected members' use of task-focused words to decrease, and performance-focused words to increase, from early team life to the midpoint.
Use of task-focused words indeed dropped from early team life (29.70%) to the midpoint (15.74%), with members using task-focused words at T2 at roughly half the rate used at T1 ( 2 1 = 53 46, p < 0 01). Use of performance-focused words increased from early team life (5.03%) to the midpoint (10.28%), with members using such words at nearly twice the rate at T2 compared with T1 ( 2 1 = 18 94, p < 0 01). Word usage did not change significantly from the midpoint to late team life (task: 2 1 = 3 02, n.s.; performance: 2 1 = 0 10, n.s.). These results are consistent with the idea that teams shift in their motivational frames at the midpoint, becoming relatively more performance-focused and less taskfocused.
Change in Team Exploratory Search Over Time
My hypotheses focus on understanding drivers of change in team exploratory search over time. To test these hypotheses, I used growth modeling, "one of the dominant ways of modeling change in the social sciences" (Ployhart and Vandenberg 2009, p. 111) . In contrast to analytical approaches grounded in the general linear model (e.g., repeated measures analysis of variance), which are most useful for examining differences in mean change in a construct for bounded groups of observations (e.g., women versus men), growth modeling is a technique specifically designed to estimate (a) the average pattern of change in a construct over time, (b) the extent to which observations (in my case, teams) vary in their patterns of change in that construct, and (c) the significance of drivers of different patterns of change (Bliese and Ployhart 2002, Singer and Willett 2003) . Because my theorizing targets team mood as a potential driver of change in team exploratory search, growth modeling affords the best test of my hypotheses.
In growth modeling, patterns of change over time are represented through the combination of two parameters (for more details, see Singer and Willett 2003) . The change intercept is the anchor of the trajectory and represents the level of the focal construct (in my case, team exploratory search) at a specific point in time.
The change slope is the rate of change in the focal construct over time, that is, how much the construct changes in a unit of time. Through the use of random coefficient models, each of these parameters can vary, enabling a researcher to test how predictor variables relate to the level of the focal construct at a given point in time (i.e., the change intercept) or to the rate of change in the focal construct over time (i.e., the change slope). In my growth model analyses, I used bootstrapping to calculate standard errors. Bootstrapping is a useful procedure for small sample sizes because the typical estimation procedures used in random coefficient modeling rely on asymptotic assumptions (Chernick 2011) . To assess support for my hypotheses, I examined the 95% confidence interval of the 10,000 bootstrap estimates that I drew (denoted as CI) and rejected a hypothesis if the interval included zero.
Much like centering variables in multilevel models to improve the interpretability of coefficients (Hofmann and Gavin 1998) , centering the variable representing time in a growth model can focus parameter estimates on specific points in the change trajectory (Biesanz et al. 2004 ). To test Hypotheses 1 and 2 regarding the relationship between early team mood and initial team exploratory search, I coded time such that the change intercept represents team exploratory search early in the team's life (i.e., T1 = 0, T2 = 1, T3 = 2). To test Hypotheses 3 and 4 regarding the relationship between team mood at the midpoint and change in team exploratory search from the midpoint through late team life, however, I coded time such that the change intercept represents team exploratory search late in the team's life (i.e., T1 = −2, T2 = −1, T3 = 0). In all analyses, I grand mean-centered predictor variables.
Base Growth Model for Team Exploratory Search.
Before testing the effect of team mood on the trajectory of team exploratory search over time, I first used Bliese and Ployhart's (2002) model-building approach to determine the base growth curve that best fit team exploratory search. With this approach, I started by graphing my data, then steadily increased the complexity of models fit to the data to identify whether (a) the basic pattern of change over time was consistent with my expectations, (b) teams varied in team exploratory search early in team life, and (c) teams varied in their slope of change in exploratory search over time. I found that a base growth model containing a linear effect of time (B = 0 37), a quadratic effect of time (B = −0 18), a random intercept term, a random slope term, and a covariance term for the relationship between the random intercept and random slope best fit the data. The correlation between the intercept and slope (r = −0 57) indicated that teams that engaged in high levels of exploratory search early in life tended to decline in their focus on search over time. Growth models control for this relationship, enabling me Downloaded from informs.org by [128.252.67 .66] on 09 February 2015, at 04:58 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
to test the effect of team mood on change in search above and beyond initial levels of search. These results thus show that, on average, teams increased in search from early team life to the midpoint, but then decreased from the midpoint to the performance deadline. However, teams varied significantly in their starting levels of search and in how they changed in search over time.
Early Team Mood and Initial Team Exploratory
Search. Table 4 presents the results of growth models used to test my predictions regarding the relationship between team mood and initial exploratory search. In these models, time is coded such that the intercept represents exploratory search early in a team's life. Accordingly, the fixed effects reflect the relationship between predictors and early search.
I proposed in Hypothesis 1 that early team positive mood is positively related to early team exploratory search. In Hypothesis 2, I proposed that early team negative mood is negatively related to early team exploratory search. As can be seen in Model 3 of Table 4 , the direction of the estimate for team positive mood aligned with my prediction of a positive relationship (B = 0 34); further, 90% of bootstrap estimates were positive. However, the confidence interval included zero (CI = −0 08 0 79). Thus, although the results showed a strong trend in line with my expectations, Hypothesis 1 was not supported. Model 5 of Table 4 shows that the estimate of the relationship between team negative mood and early exploratory search was, counter to my predictions, positive (B = 0 48). Furthermore, only 16% of bootstrap estimates were negative (CI = −0 24 1 25). So Hypothesis 2 was also not supported. Notes. N = 99 observations nested in 33 teams. Time is coded such that the intercept represents team exploratory search early in team life (i.e., T1 = 0, T2 = 1, and T3 = 2). Bootstrap standard errors are in parentheses.
Change in Team Exploratory
Search from the Midpoint to Late Team Life. Table 5 presents the results of growth models used to test my predictions regarding the relationship between team mood at the midpoint and change in team exploratory search over time. For these analyses, I coded time such that the intercept represents exploratory search in late team life. I did this to focus on the relationship between team mood at the midpoint and team exploratory search levels close to the deadline. Main effects in Table 5 thus represent the relationship between predictors and search late in a team's life; interactions with time represent the effect of a predictor on the slope of change in team exploratory search over time.
I proposed in Hypothesis 3 that team positive mood at the midpoint triggers a decline in team exploratory search over the second half of a team's life. The coefficient for the interaction between team positive mood at the midpoint and time in Model 3 of Table 5 indicates that the relationship between team positive mood at the midpoint and change in exploratory search over time was indeed negative (B = −0 35). The confidence interval did not include zero (CI = −0 59 −0 14), and more than 99% of bootstrap estimates were negative, in support of Hypothesis 3. To gauge the practical importance of team positive mood at the midpoint, I examined the reduction in the random slope parameter (i.e., time random effect) due specifically to team positive mood. Team positive mood at the midpoint accounted for 22% of the variance in the slope of change in team exploratory search over time, above and beyond the controls.
I theorized, specifically, that team positive mood at the midpoint is associated with a decreasing rate of exploratory search, beginning at the midpoint and extending into late team life. To verify that the results Downloaded from informs.org by [128.252.67 .66] on 09 February 2015, at 04:58 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Knight in Model 3 of Table 5 fit this pattern, I graphed predicted exploratory search trajectories for teams relatively low (i.e., −1 SD) and relatively high (i.e., +1 SD) in team positive mood at the midpoint and conducted simple slopes analysis on the rate of change in I proposed in Hypothesis 4 that team negative mood at the midpoint sustains exploratory search from the midpoint through late team life. As seen in Model 5 of Table 5 , the relationship between team negative mood at the midpoint and change in team exploratory search over time was, consistent with Hypothesis 4, positive (B = 0 25, CI = 0 01 0 47), and 95% of bootstrap estimates were positive. Team negative mood at the midpoint explained 6% of the variance in the slope of change in exploratory search. As above, I graphed predicted search trajectories for teams relatively low (i.e., −1 SD) and high (i.e., +1 SD) in team negative mood at the midpoint and used simple slopes analysis to examine the pattern of results. As Figure 1, panel (B) shows, the pattern was as expected. Teams high in negative mood at the midpoint were changing at an increasing rate in exploratory search at the midpoint (B = 0 10, p < 0 10), only beginning to decline in exploratory search in late team life (B = −0 26, p < 0 05). Teams low in team negative mood at the midpoint, on the other hand, were beginning to decline in exploratory search at the midpoint (B = −0 07, n.s.) and declining in late team life at a rate nearly twice that of teams high in team negative mood at the midpoint (B = −0 43, p < 0 001). Together, these slope differences led teams high in negative mood at the temporal midpoint to exhibit relatively greater search in late team life (B = 0 41, CI = −0 07 1 04). In all, 93% of bootstrap estimates for the relationship between team negative mood at the midpoint and exploratory search late in a team's life were positive. Hypothesis 4 was supported.
Change in Team Exploratory Search Over Time and Team Performance
In Hypothesis 5, I predicted that early team exploratory search and decline in search over the second half of a team's life interact to shape team performance. Testing this hypothesis required a measure of each team's rate of change in exploratory search. In the random coefficient approach to growth modeling, allowing the relationship between time and the dependent variable to vary across teams provides a measure-the Bayes estimator-of each team's rate of change in the focal construct (see, e.g., Chen 2005) . I thus extracted the Bayes estimators from an unconditional growth model of exploratory search, with time coded such that the intercept represented search late in a team's life. With this coding of time, and the quadratic term for time in the model, the Bayes estimators provide a measure of each team's instantaneous rate of change in the second half of a team's life. I used the Bayes estimators in ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models to predict team performance, above and beyond control variables, and test Hypothesis 5. Table 6 presents the results of these analyses. Because of high multicollinearity among measures of mood over time, I included only team positive mood early in team life and at the midpoint in the models. As Model 2 of Table 6 shows, team positive mood at the midpoint was positively related to team performance (B = 0 84, p < 0 05). The interaction between early search and decline in search from the midpoint (Model 4 of Table 6 ) was significant (B = −1 49, p < 0 05), explaining 5% of the variance in team performance, above and beyond the controls. I used the process outlined by Preacher et al. (2006) to understand the nature of the interaction. That is, I (a) plotted the relationship between initial search and performance at relatively high and low values of decline in search from the midpoint (Figure 2 search over time, crossing initial search and change in search over time. As seen in Figure 2 , panel (A), the relationship between these patterns and team performance was as expected. For teams that declined the most in exploratory search, the relationship between early search and performance was strongly positive (B = 0 71, p < 0 05). For teams that declined the least in search after the midpoint, the relationship between early search and performance was flat (B = 0 06, n.s.). The predicted performance scores suggested that for a team to score in the top 25% in the military competition, members had to engage in high levels of early search and exhibit a steep decline in search during the second half of their team's life. High early search without a decline in search yielded average performance, as did low early search without a decline in search late in the team's life. The one trajectory associated with very low performance, as depicted in the lower left quadrant of panel (A), was low exploratory search early in the team's life, followed by a steep decline in exploratory search late in the team's life. The results thus support Hypothesis 5.
Discussion
It has been two and a half decades since Gersick (1988) proposed that temporal milestones provide teams with opportunities to change. Since then, scant research has explored why some teams use such opportunities more effectively than others do, shifting in their activities adaptively as a deadline approaches. In this paper, I have argued that affect is at the heart of understanding how and why teams change in idiosyncratic ways over time.
Integrating the mood-as-input model with research on temporal milestones in teams, I proposed that mood shapes how teams change in exploratory search over time and that these search trajectories influence team performance in the face of a deadline. I found that, on average, teams changed in their focus on exploratory search in a curvilinear pattern over time, with maximum search at the midpoint. In contrast to prior research on midpoint effects-the majority of which is either qualitative or laboratory based-my study was field based, quantitative, and followed teams over a total of four months. That my findings affirm prior research on midpoint effects, despite these methodological differences, triangulates on the importance of temporal milestones in teams facing a deadline. And yet teams changed in different ways over time. Some teams declined in exploratory search more sharply after the midpoint than others; some teams persisted in their search efforts even as the deadline drew near.
I introduced affect-and specifically, team mood-as one explanation for why teams differ in how they navigate temporal milestones. Grounding my theorizing in the mood-as-input model, I proposed that team mood shapes a team's trajectory of exploratory search over time. Early in a team's life, when a task-focused motivational frame is salient, I posited that positive mood promotes, whereas negative mood suppresses, exploratory search. Although my findings regarding the effects of mood early in team life were not significant, there was Downloaded from informs.org by [128.252.67 .66] on 09 February 2015, at 04:58 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. a strong trend in line with my predictions for positive mood. It is possible that the timing of my first measure of mood was at the edges of the hypothesized relationship, which would decrease power and contribute to missing an effect that truly exists (Mitchell and James 2001) . My nonsignificant findings for negative mood may have resulted from low between-team variance. Teams in my study varied little in early team negative mood, and further, few members across teams reported experiencing negative mood at this point in team life. A larger, more diverse sample of teams might have yielded stronger effects of early team mood on early search.
I suggested that team members' approach to their work changes at the temporal midpoint, with members becoming increasingly more performance-focused than they were in early team life. My text analyses corroborated this notion. Some research suggests that teams are largely path dependent in their task approaches over time (e.g., Woolley 2009), but my findings align with Gersick and Hackman's (1990) conceptualization of temporal milestones as opportunities for teams to break their inertial patterns. I drew from mood-as-input theory to propose that team mood at the midpoint is one mechanism that determines whether team members leverage the opportunity to change at the midpoint. I found that positive mood at the midpoint served as a shutoff switch for exploratory search, yielding a sharp decline in search over the second phase of the team's life. Team negative mood, in contrast, acted as a buffer to the temporal pressure of the midpoint, contributing to sustained search efforts during the second half of the team's life. Mood at the midpoint may thus be a catalyst of change in teams that face a deadline.
How teams change over time, I argued and found, influences team performance. The highest-performing teams in my study were those that engaged in high levels of exploratory search early in the life of the team and declined in exploratory search at the midpoint. Indeed, my findings showed that only those teams that searched extensively early in the team's life and declined in search during the second half scored in the top quartile of teams in the competition. My results thus underscore the value of examining trajectories of change in teams over time for understanding team performance.
The findings of my study, however, must be interpreted in light of its limitations. First, I studied a unique sample of teams; research is needed to verify the generalizability of my findings to teams in more traditional organizational contexts. Second, although comparable to other studies of change in teams over time (e.g., Rapp 2009, Mathieu and Schulze 2006) , my teamlevel sample size was small, which inhibited me from conducting an integrated test of the effects of team mood on performance through the trajectory of team exploratory search. A simulation-based power analysis (Gelman and Hill 2007) indicated that my sample size provided power of 0.45 to detect a medium effect size in growth analyses. It is possible that reduced power, rather than the absence of effects, accounts for nonsignificant findings in my study. Third, although I used prior theory and research to guide the timing of measurement periods, it is possible that my conclusions would differ had I gathered data at different or additional points in time (Mitchell and James 2001) . Future research, using more continuous and less obtrusive measures of search and mood, would be useful for depicting trajectories at a more granular level than was possible in my study. Finally, my research design does not permit causal conclusions. Although my results are consistent with my predictions, I cannot firmly conclude that the mood at the midpoint causes a shift in exploratory search or that patterns of search over time cause team performance. Experimental studies would allow for more definitive causal conclusions.
Notwithstanding these limitations, I make three main theoretical contributions. First, my findings suggest that mood is a motor of change in teams that face a deadline. Theorists (e.g., Gersick 1991 , Staudenmayer et al. 2002 have speculated that times of transition are often infused with affect. Yet, to date, scant research has explored how affect influences change over time in teams that face a deadline. My findings indicate that, when teams pause at a milestone to evaluate their progress, mood provides information that influences the extent to which members close down or sustain efforts to find alternative approaches to their work. Mood may thus be a trigger for change in teams that face a deadline, especially during salient temporal milestones such as the midpoint. This has important practical implications, given that research has highlighted group mood as something that leaders and managers can influence to shape group processes and outcomes (e.g., Sy et al. 2005 , Van Kleef et al. 2009 ).
Second, my findings underscore that time is an important contextual factor to consider when making sense of the effects of mood in teams that face a deadline. Mood-as-input theory suggests that contextual factors shape the effects of mood on motivation. My research extends this idea by suggesting that a team's temporal context may shape the motivational frames that members employ in thinking about their work and, thus, how mood influences team dynamics. Although I did not find support for my prediction that mood influences exploratory search early in team life, the pattern of correlations that I observed between team mood and exploratory search over time is consistent with the idea that temporal context shapes the nature of mood effects. Accounting for contextual effects, such as a team's position in time, may help reconcile contradictory findings about how mood influences decision making or creativity in teams (Barsade and Knight 2013 finds that positive mood promotes creativity, whereas other research (e.g., Jones and Kelly 2009) finds negative mood is beneficial. Theorists (e.g., George 2011) have argued that, depending on the context, both positive and negative mood can be functional. I introduce temporal context as one factor to consider when studying affect in teams facing a deadline.
Third, my research emphasizes that a team's focus on exploratory search is dynamic and something that team members modulate over time. Scholars (Cronin and Weingart 2011 , Marks et al. 2001 , McGrath 1986 ) have lamented the dearth of research on how teams change over time. Innovation scholars, in particular, have noted, "Existing innovation research can be fundamentally criticized for its largely inaccurate portrayal of innovation in organizations as being static, snapshot, linear processes" (Anderson et al. 2004, p. 160) . Exploratory search, I find, is far from static. The teams I studied changed in their focus on search over time. And these patterns of search over time influenced performance, underscoring the value of conceptualizing team processes and emergent states as dynamic phenomena.
My study of military teams enabled me to examine changes in exploratory search over a 16-week time horizon and five time points of data. Yet this research setting restricted the depth and precision with which I could examine microlevel dynamics in teams over time. Future research, especially targeting three theoretical puzzles, would help further map the nomological network of shared affect in teams and disentangle nuanced theoretical accounts of the effects of mood on team processes and outcomes. First, theory and research rooted in the behavioral theory of the firm (March and Simon 1958) , as well as Gersick's (1988 Gersick's ( , 1989 theorizing regarding change in teams at the midpoint, suggest that a focus on exploratory search is motivated by a performance gap. My research extends these ideas by specifying that team mood may be an important input to members' evaluation of their task progress at the midpoint. At the heart of my conceptualization, and core to the mood-as-input theory, is the mood-as-information mechanism, which presumes that individuals use how they feel as a subtle indicator in evaluating their performance. But is team mood an accurate reflection of team effectiveness at the midpoint? To explore these questions, I examined in post hoc analyses the relationships among team members' perceptions of their team performance over time, their shared positive and negative moods, and objective performance in the military competition. Consistent with the mood-as-information perspective and the notion that teams evaluate their progress at the midpoint, team positive mood (r = 0 74, p < 0 01) and team negative mood (r = −0 75, p < 0 01) were especially tightly linked to perceptions of performance at the midpoint. Furthermore, members' shared perceptions of performance were linked to later performance in the actual competition (r = 0 39, p < 0 05). Consistent with prior theory and research (e.g., Carver and Scheier 1990 , George and Brief 1996 , Simon 1967 , these results indicate that mood is an indicator of performance gaps. My research cannot, however, tease apart whether performance evaluations precede mood or whether mood precedes evaluations of performance-a puzzle that has plagued affect scholars for decades (Zajonc 1980) . Future research is needed to investigate the causal order of team mood, objective performance, and perceptions of team performance. It is likely that relationships among these constructs are dynamic and reciprocal. Research using continuous measures and structured tasks would help unpack these dynamics.
Second, theory and research on team conflict (Jehn and Bendersky 2003) suggest that intrateam conflict may relate to both exploratory search and team mood. Specifically, task conflict, which reflects team members' differing perspectives on and disagreements about their task, may be especially likely to occur at the midpoint (Jehn and Mannix 2001) . If members fail to resolve their disagreements effectively or to use their differing perspectives to develop new insights into their work, task conflict may bleed over into relationship conflictdisagreements laden with negative emotion (Jehn and Bendersky 2003) . Those teams that effectively navigate task conflicts at the midpoint may show high levels of positive mood, whereas those that struggle to resolve task conflicts may exhibit both high relationship conflict and high negative mood. Some, though little, research has explored the intersection of team mood and team conflict, identifying team mood as a potential mechanism in the transformation of one type of conflict into another (Choi and Cho 2011) . Future research is needed to tease apart the effects of these tightly intertwined constructs and better document the microlevel interpersonal dynamics of temporal milestones in teams that face a deadline.
Third, a large literature in psychology indicates that positive affect directly promotes behavioral flexibility, efficient decision making, and creative ideation in individuals (e.g., Fredrickson 1998 , Isen et al. 1987 . Similarly, a small but growing literature suggests that shared positive moods promote creativity and effective decision making in groups (e.g., Grawitch et al. 2003, Rhee and Yoon 2012) . Groups high in positive mood during early team life and at the temporal midpoint may be more efficient in experimenting with new approaches to their tasks. And because of increased behavioral flexibility, groups high in positive mood at the midpoint may be more adept at ramping down their focus on search over time. Such effects are not inherently at odds with a mood-as-input explanation for how teams change in exploratory search over time. However, it is possible that the members of teams high in positive mood are Downloaded from informs.org by [128.252.67 .66] on 09 February 2015, at 04:58 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. more sensitive to changing contextual factors or are better equipped to change their behavior in response to these factors. Scant research has explored the intersection of theories of team mood that emphasize effects on group cognition (i.e., team members' effectiveness in making decisions) with theories that emphasize effects on a group's strategic focus (i.e., how team members allocate their effort or time). Research that reconciles these effects is needed to advance understanding of how mood influences group processes and outcomes.
What factors influence group transitions? This study indicates that one motor of change in teams that face a deadline is mood at the midpoint. Team positive mood, such as shared feelings of happiness or warmth, seems to promote a highly adaptive trajectory of team exploratory search over time; team negative mood at the midpoint, such as shared feelings of sadness or gloom, sustains exploratory search efforts even as the deadline draws near. Affective dynamics may thus be at the heart of understanding how and why different teams change in different ways over the course of time.
